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A2M USA Bright Striped Tank Tops Have Arrived

Neutral backgrounds give way to pops of neon Color in Striped Tank Tops by A2M USA™.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) October 29, 2013 -- Nothing will get you noticed faster than these brand new
bright and bold striped tank tops from A2M USA™. Available in hot pink or lime green, these tank tops flatter
curves, due to their unique lightweight rayon/polyester blend.

With scoop necks and a racer back, A2M USA’s striped tank tops for girls and women are stretchy, offering a
relaxed fit. Perfect for a yoga class or a hike, the striped tank top can also be paired with jeans and a blazer for a
stylish, yet effortless look.

The heather gray, neutral background allows the neon accents to shine without looking garish. The colored
stripes are made of a contrasting weave, so as to add a pleasant blend of textures and ultimate breathability. The
tank tops join other casual chic shirts and tops from A2M USA’s girl’s and women’s line, including short and
long sleeved Ikat tops, and V-neck striped tees. The A2M USA Striped Tank Tops are available in sizes XS-L
and are always made in the USA. A2M USA also offers free shipping on all exchanges within the United
States.

A2M USA was founded by an African-born European entrepreneur who started an American-inspired casual
fashion line in Europe which caused a sensation among European youth. His dream was to conquer America,
and he relocated here in 2012. With the launch of A2MUSA.com his dream has come one step closer to reality.
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Contact Information
Ted Myers
TRIXMEDIA Inc.
http://www.trixmedia.com
800-717-8271

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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